A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
The Rapid Loss of France.    After this the breakdown
of the Plantagenet power in France went on continuously.
One garrison after another fell, the area from which taxation
could be levied to support the Plantagenet cause grew less and
less, the financial strain increased, a demand for peace grew
up in England, though it went side by side with bitter morti-
fication at the extinction of all the glory which had been won
by Henry V not much more than twenty years before.   Cardinal
Beaufort put himself at the head of this movement, but the
French King refused to make peace on terms, feeling that the
tide was flowing strongly in his favour.   By 1440 it was clear
that there was no further chance for the dream of a complete
Anglo-French kingdom under one Plantagenet king at Paris.
The Duke of Orleans, kept a prisoner ever since Agincourt,
was surrendered, and in 1444 a two-years armistice was arranged
in connection with the marriage of Henry Plantagenet, the
young English King. The marriage was to be one with Margaret
of Anjou, who was niece of King Charles of France (and more
like a daughter than a niece, being closely connected with the
court), and the idea was that perhaps through this marriage
Normandy at least might be retained.    That the English
Crown should keep Normandy was a point on which there was
really strong public feeling in England—but, unfortunately for
the Plantagenet, even this royal marriage did not suffice to save
that remainder of the old Plantagenet possessions overseas.
The Final Loss of Normandy: Formigny. On July 17,
1449, the twentieth anniversary of his crowning at Rheims,
Charles VII held a council in which it was decided to break
the truce. He had an overwhelming force of artillery (an arm
which the French had recently developed on a large scale), and
he advanced into Normandy. By November 4, 1449, he had
taken the castle of Rouen and had provoked risings through
the province against the English garrisons. The Duke of
Somerset (the nephew of Cardinal Beaufort) was in command.
He fell back on Caen, where a small reinforcement reached
him from England; but their moral was very poor, as the
whole country was in a violent state of disgust and anger at
what was happening abroad. This new English force, marching
towards Caen, was met at Formigny on April 15, and there
^ped o*it—and with this battle of Formigny the campaign
can be said to end. But the town itself was besieged, and

